HOW TO USE

EXPERIENCE VIRTUAL IMAGES WHEREVER AND WHENEVER YOU WANT!
Welcome to the world of R-Zone! Get ready for exciting game play thrills as your favorite video game characters come to life right before your very eyes in a whole new dimension of LCD game play adventure!

1. INSERTING THE CARTRIDGE
Remove the temporary insert (photo 1 below). Insert the actual game cartridge into the slot of your head gear (photo 2 below). Be sure that the game cartridge is pushed all the way in. To replace a cartridge, turn the unit off and pull out the cartridge and replace with a new one. Please see Section 5 of your game play manual for the battery insertion instructions.

2. SETTING UP YOUR R-ZONE
Adjust the head gear (photo 3 below) so it is comfortable on your head by tightening the band buckle. Position the headband just above your right eyebrow. Pull the game visor down.

3. STARTING YOUR GAME
Turn on the game by pressing START followed by the ON button on your hand control (photo 4 below). Adjust the game visor by slightly turning it inward until the game image is seen. If your game image is not clear or is hard to see, adjust the intensity using the knob indicated below until the red character images are seen clearly on the transparent background by turning the button left or right.

NOW YOU CAN START PLAYING YOUR R-ZONE GAME!

We have provided you with an extra cartridge storage space in your R-ZONE hand control. Use this extra space to store another exciting R-Zone game cartridge or use it to store your temporary insert.

Avoid playing in sunny areas as you may have insufficient contrast/intensity. The images are created about 8-10 feet ahead of you. Position yourself in front of a wall and look at the wall. This will help you to focus correctly. After you do this a few times you should be comfortable focusing on the images correctly.

NOW YOU ARE READY TO ENTER THE R-ZONE! USE THE CONTROL GUIDE IN THE ACCOMPANYING MANUAL TO LEARN HOW TO OPERATE EACH CONTROL BUTTON.
BE SURE TO TURN OFF YOUR GAME UNIT BEFORE REMOVING THE GAME CARTRIDGE.
CAUTION/DEFECT & DAMAGE

CAUTION:
In case of difficulty in operating:
— Be sure to use new Alkaline batteries.
— Turn intensity control to maximum.
— Remove the cartridge, clean the connector with a cotton swab and re-insert into the head gear, and then turn the unit back on.

Never play when walking, driving or in any situation when your attention is on the game and not on your surroundings.

You have purchased a state of the art optical instrument. Treat it gently for long playing hours. Treat the Visor with special care. Do not scratch it or use abrasive cleaning materials such as paper. Use lens cloth or ordinary tissue paper. If you need to clean oily finger marks, use soapy water or window cleaning solvent.

Your lens is made from polycarbonate which is shatter resistant material. The lens may dislodge itself from the hinges when you drop your R-Zone.

TO STORE YOUR R-ZONE, TURN OFF THE UNIT AND FOLD THE LENS TO THE FOLDED POSITION FOR PROTECTION.